
 

“We now ask to what extent language is a “good
solution” to legibility conditions imposed by the
external system with which it interacts. . . . The
external systems are not very well understood and
in fact progress in understanding them goes hand
in hand with progress in understanding the
language system that interacts with them.”

Chomsky (1997)

1.  INTRODUCTION

In a program of inquiry that seeks to derive at least a subset of the design
properties of the language faculty from its situation in the array of other
cognitive systems of the mind/brain, research has to have a Janus-like
character, simultaneously looking without at the (hypothesized) properties
of the external systems, particularly the articulatory-perceptual (A-P) and
conceptual-intensional (C-I) systems, as well as within the language faculty
to examine how these external systems determine its generative processes.
This dual perspective has, in recent times, been primarily interpreted as
an imperative for the development of adequate “minimalist” theories of
the external systems and the “imperfections” they induce in the language
faculty, but given the depth of the grammar, issues about the reach of
these imperfection-inducing properties into various components of UG
also arise. That is, do all the conditions imposed by the performance systems
have the identical status of bare output conditions (BOCs), and are all
such BOCs necessarily relevant to the N

 

!" computation? Minimalist
inquiry has tacitly assumed the answer to both these questions to be in
the affirmative as far as the legibility conditions imposed by the C-I system
is concerned, but this paper speculates that an interpretation like “dis-
course topic” may be arrived at without reference to LF and PF outputs
and an interpretation like “topic for the following discourse” has no distinct
status in the N!" computation.

Traditionally, the generative treatment of entities that receive a topic
interpretation has taken topicalization to be a syntactic phenomenon
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(Chomsky 1971), and much of current minimalist work merely continues
with this tradition (Rizzi 1996), by according to topics the morphological
status of a formal feature fully integrated into the checking system. This
transliteration of the principles-and-parameters analysis is however signif-
icantly ill at ease in a BOC-driven approach to UG, as such a model then
requires that interpretation as a topic must necessarily be mediated through
the formal syntactic licensing of a [topic] feature. It is therefore unex-
pected that such syntactic topicalization may, in some languages, be entirely
optional, with the result that the set of entities that attain the topic inter-
pretation is much larger than the set of derivations that converge with respect
to the checking requirements of FF[TOPIC]. Consider, for example, English,
where topic interpretations typically accrue to fronted (adjoined-to-IP) XPs,
but where topics may also stay in situ as well (Vallduvì and Engdahl 1996):

(1) Where can I find the cutlery?
a.

 

The forks are in the cupboard, but the knives, I left in the
drawer.

b. The forks are in the cupboard, but I left the knives in the
drawer.

A similar optionality is displayed by Hindi-Urdu, in which XPs that receive
a topic interpretation may, by an operation popularly known as scram-
bling, optionally be adjoined to IP or VP (Kidwai 1995, 1999, 2000). Thus
the Hindi-Urdu analogues of (1a–b) may be (2a–b):1

(2) a. kã

 

!ẽ "lm#ri-mẽ h$̃ p"r čhuriyõ-ko m$̃-ne 
forks  cupboard-LOC are  but knives-DAT I-ERG

d"r#z-mẽ čho% diy#
drawer-LOC left gave

‘The forks are in the cupboard, but the knives, I left in the
drawer.’

b. kã!ẽ "lm#ri-mẽ h$̃ p"r m$̃-ne čhuriyõ-ko
forks cupboard-LOC are but I-ERG knives-DAT

d"r#z-mẽ čho% diy#
drawer-LOC left gave

‘The forks are in the cupboard, but I left the knives in the
drawer.’
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1 Hindi-Urdu may also optionally employ the topic particle -to on the XP that is intended
to receive the topic interpretation. I will have little to say about this strategy here, but the
phenomenon raises interesting questions for the framework suggested in this paper. See Kidwai
(1995, 2000) for an exposition of the empirical facts of the phenomenon and an analysis of
it as syntactic topicalization.



Topic-prominent languages like Kashmiri (Wali, Koul and Koul 1996),
German (den Besten 1989) and Japanese (Kuno 1973) do not exhibit this
optionality, obligatorily requiring a topic in an A$-specifier position by
Spellout. Topic-prominence of this sort is thus a property more commen-
surate with a checking account, and there is reason to believe that this
type of topicalization is actually distinct from the type exemplified in
subject-prominent languages like English and Hindi-Urdu. 

Obligatoriness aside, topic-prominence is associated with attendant
formal properties usually unattested with subject-prominence. First, syn-
tactic topicalization in topic-prominent languages like Japanese can target
subjects in root contexts (as in (3a)), but there is little evidence that the
English (3b) actually involves movement. Second, in at least Kashmiri (in
(4a)) and German, topic-prominence is positively correlated with verb-
second phenomena, but such a correlation is not attested in subject-
prominent languages, viz. the ungrammaticality of the English (4b). Third,
although at least some topic-prominent languages (like Japanese in (5a))
may exercise the option of superset topicalization, but as (5b) shows, this
strategy appears to be generally unavailable to subject-prominent languages.
Fourth, topic-prominent languages allow expletives to occupy the topic
position, viz., the German (6a), a phenomenon that is disallowed in subject-
prominent languages. Fifth, as the Kashmiri examples in (7) show, while
the strategies of scrambling and left-dislocation are available to topic-
prominent languages, subject-prominence is marked by a denial of access
to strategies typical to topic-prominence:

(3) a. j&n-wa nihon-ni ikita'atteru
John-TOP Japan-LOC want-to-go

‘John wants to go to Japan.’ (Kuno 1973)

b. John wants to go to Japan.

(4) a. d"rvaz mutsrov  r"meš"n
door-ACC opened Ramesh-ERG

‘The door, Ramesh opened.’ (Bhatt 1994) 

b.*To Japan wants John to go.

(5) a. sakana-wa tai-'a oisii
fish-TOP red snapper-NOM delicious

‘Fish, red snapper is delicious.’ (Kuno 1973) 

b. *Fish, red snapper is delicious.
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(6) a. da/es sind  'estern viele Leute an'ekommen 
it/there  are yesterday  many  people  arrived

ohne zich zu  identifizieren
without  REFL  to identify

‘Many people arrived yesterday without identifying themselves.’
(Bayer and Suchsland 1998)

b.*It, John thinks is raining.

(7) a. con k"l"mi r"meš"n dyut šiil"yi  sui

your  pen Ramesh-ERG gave  Sheela  that

‘As for your pen, Ramesh gave it to Sheela.’ 

b. r"meš"n dits kitabi šiil"yi ti

Ramesh-ERG gave  the book  Sheela

‘Ramesh gave the book to Sheela.’ 

This schism between the formal properties of topic-prominence and subject-
prominence is however just that, as the legitimacy of topics in both types
of languages are subject to a similar evaluation for pragmatic felicity at
the C-I interface. Thus, for example, the direct object topicalization in the
Kashmiri (4) above, as well as the Hindi-Urdu examples in (3), are licit
interpretatively if and only if the preceding discourse has established their
saliency as a topic of conversation. Similarly, the felicity of the Japanese
(3) is necessarily contingent on the discursive felicity of subject as topic,
a pragmatic interpretation that appears to be accorded as a default to subjects
in discourse-initial utterances, and the expletive in the German impersonal
passive construction in (6) is licensed only when it is pragmatically infe-
licitous to topicalize any other XP.

What is therefore required is a more nuanced distinction between topic-
prominence and subject-prominence. This paper suggests that this is possible
only on a proposal that derives both topic and subject prominence from
an identical feature-checking imperative – the EPP-feature. I argue that
the EPP-feature must necessarily be defined as a feature licensing a sentence
topic (as opposed to the notion of “discourse topic”), and that it is the
(parametric) checking of this feature in either the TP or the CP projection
that yields the typology of subject vs. topic prominent languages.

The argument is developed as follows: Section 2, drawing crucially on
an amalgam of research in the area of information structure (Reinhart
1981, Vallduvì 1992, Vallduvì and Engdahl 1996), argues for a theoretical
distinction between sentence and discourse topics, where the latter are
yielded by phenomena known as topicalization in subject-prominent lan-
guages like English. However, topicalization in topic-prominent languages
(like subject-raising in subject-prominent languages), makes reference to
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the notion of sentence topic. Section 3 then argues that the source of the
sentence topic interpretation is the EPP, which must be defined as a uni-
versal thematization requirement – a sentence must have a sentence topic
(Chomsky 1996). This section suggests the distinction between subject-
prominence and topic-prominence lies in the functional head with which the
EPP-feature is merged in the numeration, where topic-prominence is the
result of EPP merger with a head in the CP projection and subject-promi-
nence the result of EPP-merger with a head in the TP projection. Section
4 concludes the paper with a discussion of the implications that these
proposals have for the design of Universal Grammar. 

2.  INFORMATION STRUCTURE AND THE TOPIC INTERPRETATION

The chief feature that distinguishes the information-updating (I-U) approach
to topicalization from the standard generative perspective is its emphasis on
the role that topics play in the articulation and interpretation of informa-
tional focus. While classical generative treatments usually assume an equal
pragmatic status for topics and foci, taking the fact that topicalization and
focalization receive different structural realizations in natural language to
indicate discrete grammatical accounts of the two operations, I-U approaches
question both these assumptions by foregrounding the role of focus in
discourse. For such approaches, and we shall use the work of Vallduvì
and Engdahl (1996) for concreteness, the topic-focus articulation is part
of a set of communicative strategies by which speakers structure the lin-
guistic information they convey so that it is consistent with the hearer’s
mental model of the context or discourse. The dynamism of discourse being
what it is, the chief function of these strategies is to provide different instruc-
tions for information update, i.e. the way that the speaker expects the hearer
to unpack and store the information provided by the linguistic utterances
she makes. 

Vallduvì and Engdahl perceive the informational articulation to be
trinomial in nature, holding the fundamental partition to be that between
FOCUS, the “informative, newsy, dominant, or contrary-to-expectation part
of a sentence” and GROUND, “the non-informative, known or expected
part”. The GROUND is further divided into LINK and TAIL, where “LINKS

indicate where the focus should go in the information update: they estab-
lish a particular locus of information update. A TAIL indicates how the
focus fits there: the presence of the TAIL indicates that the nondefault mode
of update is (in the speaker’s eyes) required at that point in the discourse”
(p. 469). On a view of communication as the process of updating the records
or conditions about entities on file-cards and/or the creation of new file-
cards (Heim 1982), the informational role of a LINK is then to designate a
specific file-card where the information update is to be carried out. The
FOCUS is the information that must be added to the stack of file-cards, and
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the TAIL designates the manner in which the information denoted by the
focus is to be entered on the file-card opened – either as a new condition
or as a modification of an existing one. Since all sentences have some update
potential, all sentences contain a FOCAL segment, and since there is always
an assumption of a shared or presupposed context, the GROUND articula-
tion is always present in any information state. LINKS and TAILS, however,
are not similarly obligatory, especially when the manner and locus of update
is inherited from the previous discourse. 

It will be obvious that what we have been referring to as topics are
LINKS in the I-U approach, but the translation carries an important, and
useful, difference. The notion of LINK, unlike the notion of topic in standard
generative usage, is purely a discourse-based interpretative notion, and is
not contingent on the formal licensing of a syntactic feature in a partic-
ular syntactic environment. It can therefore be used to explain the
interpretative similarity of the heterogeneous topicalization strategies in
natural language. Thus, for example, the fact that Hindi-Urdu and English
LINKS are not necessarily fronted but Kashmiri, German and Japanese ones
necessarily are, is irrelevant for their construal as LINKS, as this is the
result of operations in the informational component, which, perusing through
the stack of existing file-cards, determines the felicity of the assignment
of this informational role. Subject topicalization in Kashmiri, German and
Japanese is therefore subject to many of the same felicity conditions as
the construal of subject as LINK in English or Hindi-Urdu. 

The “minimalist” question that now arises is how these interface prop-
erties affect the generative processes of the language faculty.2 In a
BOC-driven approach, the most obvious interpretation is that the infor-
mational primitives have the status of formal features that need to be
licensed in the course of the N!" computation, but we have just seen the
problems that such a move poses for a syntactic derivation of the LINK

construal. Analogous problems also arise for the TAIL and GROUND con-
strual as well, and here it appears that there is very little cross-linguistic
variation, as these too do not appear to be the consequence of checking
in the overt syntax. In fact, of the four informational primitives, only
FOCUS appears to be able to stake any claims for the syntactic status of a
formal feature, given the availability of focus-sensitive operators.
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(1995) and Vallduvì and Engdahl (1995), where the first is articulated in the principles-
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implementations assume, as I do, that the informational tier is independent of both phonology
and syntax, they differ in according informational primitives the status of formal features
that must be checked to converge with respect to the requirements of an interpretative level
Information Structure, distinct from LF (held to be the locus of logico-semantic interpreta-
tion alone). In holding the C-I interface as the locus of both logico-semantic and pragmatic
interpretation I follow Uriagareka (1995) in assuming LF to be a purely syntactic level. 



Particularly, let us assume (for now) that construal as a LINK at the C-I
interface is irrelevant to the N!" computation, as the felicity of linkhood
is determined by consulting a large subset of the existing stack of file-cards.
It then follows that both optional and obligatory topicalization must be
argued to have a different syntactic source. Over the next two sections we
examine whether this alternative account is indeed possible.

2.1. Optional Topicalization and the LINK Construal

Consider first the issue of an alternative characterization of optional topi-
calization, an account that is beset by all the familiar problems about
building in optionality into Attract\Move. Irrespective of what we call the
feature to be checked, either FF[TOPIC] or anything else, the optionality of
such checking is problematic for any minimalist account. Additionally,
the fact that such optional topicalization in both Hindi-Urdu (Kidwai 1995,
2000) and English (Lasnik and Saito 1992) has been argued to be derived
by XP-adjunction casts further doubts on the appropriateness of a
syntactic analysis for optional topicalization, as Chomsky (1995: 324–326)
argues that adjoined XPs cannot participate in the checking relation.
Chomsky’s own conclusion is that XP-adjunction operations are to be
relocated to the PF-component. 

In recent years, significant progress has been made in defining the
modular composition of the PF-component. Most influential of all has
been the proposal that this external component must contain a post-syntactic
morphological component. Halle and Marantz (1993) propose that
morphological affixes are available pre-syntactically only as (bundles of)
features that are spelled out and linearized by rules in this morphological
component. Also noteworthy, and relevant to the discussion here, among
these is the formulation of hypotheses regarding Move at PF, which has
been argued to have properties both distinct from syntactic movement, in
terms of its focality-driven trigger (Zubizarreta 1998, Kidwai 1999), as well
as quite similar to syntactic movement, in that the minimality conditions
on Move in the N!" computation constrain Move at PF as well (Aoun
and Benmamoun 1997). Then, if optional topicalization involves derived
adjunction, fronted XPs are derived by Move at PF, and independent
motivation must be found for why this movement takes place at all, given
that the LINK construal at the C-I interface is arrived at independent of the
linear string. In Kidwai (1999), I argue that derived adjunction in posi-
tional focus languages is motivated by the configuration for licensing
informational focus at PF – XPs are scrambled out of the way to estab-
lish the adjacency between verbs and informational foci. 

Whatever be the merits of these, and other, proposals about Move at
PF, a focality-driven account of derived adjunction in this component also
creates the space for a post-syntactic source of LINK preposing, as a
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scrambled XP, as it is well known, receives a presuppositional, if not topical,
reading (Diesing 1990, Kidwai 1995, 2000). Standardly, however, such
readings, most evident with scrambled indefinites, have been argued to
derive exclusively from the way LF derivations are interpreted by the C-I
system, by which any XP excluded (in the sense of Chomsky 1986) from
the VP is necessarily accorded a presuppositional interpretation. An analysis
of XP-adjunction as PF-movement, however, precludes this account of the
presuppositional reading of scrambled XPs, as the LF derivation will not
record their VP-external positioning given that this position is effected post-
Spellout. In fact, these interpretative facts suggest that the C-I system
must be taken to interface with both the LF and PF components, a con-
clusion to which we return in the concluding section of the paper.

2.2. Obligatory Topicalization and the LINK Construal

Finding a syntactic trigger for obligatory LINK-fronting that does not make
reference to FF[TOPIC] turns out to be the most problematic for an account
that buys into the information-updating account of the topic interpretation
whole-scale. For, if the LINK construal is not tied to a particular hierar-
chical position in the syntactic structure, there is absolutely no reason why
topic-prominent languages should obligatorily front LINKs at all. It appears
to me that this problem is symptomatic of a deeper problem with the I-U
approach to the topic interpretation in general, one, which derives from
the way that it completely flattens the distinction between sentence topic
and discourse topic. For the I-U approach, the topic of a sentence is nec-
essarily a topic for the discourse that follows, by virtue of the fact that
the topic of the sentence will be assigned the LINK role by the informa-
tional component. It, however, appears that this is not entirely the correct
result, as Reinhart (1981) shows that the notions of discourse topic and
sentence topic must be kept conceptually apart.

In Reinhart’s understanding, the “topic of” relation expresses a relation
of “aboutness”, with the result that a sentence topic is what the sentence
is about, whereas discourse topics are topics of larger units, and may well
be more abstract than a sentence topic. Importantly, the concept of discourse
topic appears to have a psychological status distinct from that of sentence
topic. To see this, consider Reinhart’s analysis of the scenario due to Grice
(1975), where a professor has been asked to write a letter of recommen-
dation for a student, say, Mr. Morgan. This request necessitates that the
sentence topic of the professor’s response be MR. MORGAN in a setting that
takes as its discourse topic MR. MORGAN’S SCHOLARLY ABILITIES. Reinhart
points out that while Mr. Morgan has neat handwriting and he is punctual
would be ruled as felicitous by speakers, a response My Aunt Rosa has
neat handwriting and she is punctual would be simply uncooperative. She
diagnoses this pragmatic difference to arise from a generalization that if
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an utterance is relevant to the sentence topic, it can be accorded an inter-
pretation that integrates it with the discourse topic. However, if the utterance
is irrelevant to the sentence topic, the utterance is deemed infelicitous and
non-cooperative. Sentence topics and discourse topics then play different
roles in speakers’ discourse strategies, as in a situation in which expecta-
tions about them are unfulfilled, we find that “violations of expectations
concerning discourse topics can be more easily repaired, or interpreted, than
violations of expectations concerning sentence topics” (Reinhart 1981: 55)

A marriage of the Vallduvì and Engdahl (1996) and the Reinhart (1981)
approach to informational structure yields a picture of discourse in which
even while the sentence topic does constitute the basic building block of
a cohesive discourse, not all individual sentence topics in a string of utter-
ances end up as serving as LINKS for the ensuing discourse, as evidenced
by the phenomenon of topic switch. Following Reinhart, I will assume
that the LINK role is not the only means by which discourse continuity and
cohesion is effected, and consequently it is not the case that every sentence
topic must necessarily serve as a LINK for the following discourse.
Furthermore, it also appears that the LINK construal is an interpretation
that is not calculated with exclusive reference to the preceding sentence
topic, but is determined in consultation with the continually-under-
construction discourse topic. The LINK construal, unlike the sentence topic
interpretation is then not a “deep” property of the grammar, because it cannot
be calculated over the single derivational output that exits the LF and PF
interface, but is arrived at with exclusive reference to the preceding dis-
course. 

The sentence topic interpretation is not similarly independent from the
interface-driven grammar; rather, I argue it to be the one pragmatic/
discursive property that penetrates deep into the recesses of the grammar,
into the lexicon, where it is encoded as a formal feature. If sentence topics
constitute the elementary units from which the discourse topic is constructed,
we expect this primary “aboutness” relation to be a universal primitive of
interpretation at the C-I interface – all sentences must have a sentence topic.
Then, the difference between topic-prominent languages and subject-
prominent languages cannot be that the former expresses the “aboutness”
relation and the latter does not. Rather, in subject-prominent languages,
the sentence topic is identified with the XP in subject position, but in
topic-prominent languages, it is identified with an XP in a specifier of the
CP projection. This, in turn, implies that a checking account of topic-
prominence and subject-prominence cannot involve mutually disjoint sets
of features but must involve a shared feature. I argue this shared feature
to be the EPP-feature, defining it in terms of sentence topicality rather
than subjecthood.
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3.  TOPIC-PROMINENCE AND THE EPP

The particular path that I take to trace a syntactic trigger for fronting in
topic-prominent languages has been a well-traveled one, in that it follows
traditional wisdom (Li and Thompson 1976) in analyzing topic- vs. subject-
prominence in terms of a parametric choice. As Kiss (1995: 4) records,
this has been an abiding quest in the generative tradition, for which the
guiding intuition has been that “in a topic-prominent language, the topic
is, in a way, an alternative to the VP-external argument”, an intuition that
leads one to naturally question “why argument-externalization must involve
the grammatical subject in some languages, and can involve any argument
in others”. Kiss’s observations thus question the validity of an analysis
that contrasts topic- and subject- prominence in terms of the checking of
two distinct sets of formal features, as then the difference between the
two types of languages does not reduce to a parametric choice. Then, we
do not expect to find instances in which XPs in topic position exhibit
properties typical to those in subject position, since FF[TOPIC] is unrelated
to the set of features that determine subjecthood – the EPP and abstract
Case. 

Topic-expletives in German and Kashmiri are then entirely unexpected,
as “expletive-insertion” is generally considered forced by the requirements
of EPP-checking in [Spec, T]. 

(8) es werden  hier Bücher  'elesen
it are here  books read

‘Books are being read here.’ (Hock 1992: 75)

(9) yi chu  poz ki šiil"n hor ilekš"n
this  is true that  Sheela  lost  election

‘It is true that Sheela lost the election.’ 
(Bhatt 1994: 123, fn. 12)

Hock (1992: 74–75) shows that topic-expletives have radically different
properties from those in the subject position of weather predicates. First,
as (10) shows, the topic-expletive is in complementary distribution with
an overt topic, but the subject-expletive may co-occur with one. 

(10) a. es werden  heute  re'nen
it will today  rain

‘It will rain today.’

b. heute  wird  es re'nen
today will it rain

‘Today, it will rain.’
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c. es wird  hier 'etanzt
it is here  dance

‘There is dancing going on here.’

d. hier wird  *es 'etanzt
here  is it dance

‘Here, there is dancing going on.’

Second, topic-expletives are restricted to root contexts (compare (10a) and
(11b)), but subject-expletives show no similar root\subordinate asymmetry
(viz., (10b) and (11a)):

(11) a. er sa't  da( *es hier 'etanzt  wird
he said that  *it here  dance is

‘He says that there is dancing going on here.’

b. er sa't  da( es heute re'nen  wird
he said that it today  rain will

‘He says that it will rain today.’

Third, as in (12), the topic-expletive can be used in regular passives, but
the subject-expletive cannot:

(12) a. es werden  hier Bücher  'elesen
it are here  books read

‘Books are being read here.’

b. hier werden  *es Bücher  'elesen
here  are *it books read

‘Here, books are being read.’

Finally, there are varieties of German that licenses the PF-deletion of ref-
erential topics (Hock 1992: 76–77), as in (13). In such contexts, as (14)
shows, topic-expletives can be dropped as well:

(13) komm schon
ich komme  schon
I come PART

‘(I’m) coming.’

%
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(14) kommt da doch so’n Kerl rein
es komme  da doch so ein Kerl  (he)rein
It/% come PART PART such a  guy in

(und fän't an zu brüllen)
(und fän't an zu brüllen)
and begin to shout

‘A guy comes in (and begins to shout).’ 

The distribution of topic-expletives in Kashmiri is severely limited in
comparison to German – Kashmiri lacks impersonal passives, regular
passives do not involve overt movement, and since Kashmiri does not
require a subject-expletive in weather predicates, topic-expletives in these
contexts are also disallowed. Topic-expletives then appear only in contexts
like (9) and (15):

(15) a. yi kus os b"r-"s
this  who  was  door-at

‘Who was (it) at the door?’

b.*yi b"r-"s kus os
this  door-at  who  was

‘Who was (it) at the door?’ 

According to Bhatt (1994: 122–123), the primary evidence that the
expletive is (9) is in the canonical position of topics in Kashmiri is based
on the V-2 facts of the language – if it is assumed that the Kashmiri verb
must be in C0 by Spellout, then the expletive occupies [Spec, C]. However,
the V-2 account does not work for (15), where the order is V-3, as the
Kashmiri Vorfeld has the order Topic–Focus–VFINITE at Spellout. Although
I return to this order in Section 4, what (15b) shows here is that the
yi-expletive must be in topic position, given its complementary distribu-
tion with referential topics.

The hypothesis that the expletive in Kashmiri and German occupies the
topic position raises the question as to what forces this expletive-merger
in the topic position. In terms of interpretation at the C-I interface, the
chief import of the expletive appears to be to signal that the sentence
containing it must take as its GROUND the default time and/or context (as
defined by that particular discourse).3 The interpretative import of the topic-

%
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expletive is, therefore, fully recoverable from context, and it is unexpected
that expletive-merger should be necessary for convergence in quite the
way that it is. 

Since expletive-merger is traditionally considered to be driven by the
EPP, the best line of attack is to argue that the difference between topic-
and subject- prominence lies in the functional head relevant for checking
the EPP-feature – depending on whether the functional head that bears
the EPP-feature is located in the CP or the TP projection, expletive-merger
will target the specifier of that functional head. Obviously, this analysis
hinges crucially on the definition of the EPP itself, which has received at
least the three definitions in (16) below. The first task is to make a choice
between these three formulations:

(16) THE EXTENDED PROJECTION PRINCIPLE

a. Every sentence must have a subject.
b. The Extended Projection Principle reduces to a strong

D-Feature of T.
c. Every sentence must have a theme.

Certainly, the classical EPP in (16a) (Chomsky 1981) cannot be employed
to explain the topic-expletive phenomena, as this necessarily associates
the EPP-feature with the subject position. The minimalist incarnation of
the EPP in (16b) (Chomsky 1995: 232) is marginally a better candidate,
as it does not make nominative/null Case a necessary consequence of the
checking of the EPP, but because it associates the EPP-feature with T0, it
still restricts the satisfaction of the EPP to the position occupied by the
subject. (16c) (Chomsky 1996, Kidwai 1999, Boeckx 1998), which makes
no reference to the hierarchical position of the theme (=presupposed part
of a sentence), is thus the best candidate. But then the question is why should
(16c) hold at all, especially in a minimalist approach that defines princi-
ples and parameters in terms of the properties of functional elements? 

The essential independence of the EPP from the intrinsic properties of
functional categories is, however, to be found even in (16a), which dates
from a point of time when Case theory and &-theory independently iden-
tified [Spec, IP] as the position to which nominative Case and the external
&-role were assigned. Expletive merger in this position was, however, not
forced by either the requirements of &-theory (predicates that require
expletives necessarily do not s-select for an external argument) or Case
theory (abstract Case is a requirement only on the visibility of arguments).

The EPP is thus, even in its earliest formulation, an independent
principle of the grammar, with the distinct property of accessing two
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inserted only later. However, if my claim below that topic-expletives are also referential is
correct, a PF-insertion account of topic-expletives is no longer required.



transformational devices, Merge and Move, for its satisfaction. The refor-
mulation of the EPP from (16a) to (16b) is therefore an attempt to integrate
the EPP into the BOC-driven nature of the language faculty, by the sug-
gestion that the EPP is part of the set of convergence conditions at the
interface levels. In this approach, it is however considered to lack a deeper
explanation than its participation in Attract\Move – it is an irreducible
property of the language faculty, essentially underivable from the legi-
bility constraints imposed on generative procedure by the performance
systems. This formulation, even while it maintains the independence of
the EPP-feature from other features of T0 like its intrinsic nominative/null
Case-feature, nevertheless establishes a positive correlation between the
parametric properties of T0, like strength and the tolerance of unforced
violations of Procrastinate (Chomsky 1995: 373–375), with the result that
languages like Irish with [weak] T0 lacks the EPP altogether, but the strength
of T0 in both English and Icelandic forces overt checking at [Spec, T].
The fact that Icelandic allows multiple subject constructions (MSCs) follows
from the fact that its [strong] T0 is also positively specified for a para-
meter allowing it to tolerate an unforced violation of Procrastinate. In such
a scenario, an attempt to effect a mobility of the EPP-feature of the kind
advocated here would appear to require the generalization of the postu-
lated properties of T0 to C0 as well. While this generalization could perhaps
be justified theoretically – Chomsky does not after all identify these
properties to be intrinsic properties of Tense (and hence immune to a
generalization to other functional heads), so it could well be that the two
parameters of strength and tolerance of unforced violation(s) of Procrastinate
are general options on all functional heads – considerations of data from
topic-prominent languages question the prudence of this formulation. In
topic-prominent languages, neither does C0 appear to have the option of
being [weak], as obligatory topicalization must always be overt, nor do such
languages display multiple topic constructions. Moreover, even though an
expletive may occupy topic position, this expletive does not pair with an
associate.4

Thus, in order to motivate the distinction between topic-prominence
and subject-prominence as a consequence of the functional head the EPP-
feature is merged with, it is necessary to assume a definition of the EPP
more neutral than either (16a) or (16b), specifically one that does not intrin-
sically associate the EPP with a particular functional head. The formulation
of the EPP as a universal thematization requirement in (16c) is then the only
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4 Bayer and Suchsland (1998) take this to indicate a post-syntactic insertion account of
topic-expletives. However, Sinha (1999) shows that in Hindi-Urdu, which is neither a topic-
prominent nor a V-2 language, subject-expletives do not pair with associates. What appears
to be at stake is a recognition that UG makes available more than one type of expletive,
each with a different effect on the computation. 



appropriate one for our objectives. Furthermore, as Boeckx (1998) suggests,
the formulation of the EPP-feature in (16c) could also be justified as the
only version that has the potential to yield an interface-driven account of
the EPP-feature in the minimalist program, in that on such an interpreta-
tion “the EPP grounds the sentence in context, in space and time, two
categories which following Kant, may be looked upon as the set of mental
perceptual categories, realized in syntax as TP. If that is correct, the EPP
would then be some universally required perceptual mechanism, following
from bare output (i.e. interface) conditions, thus part of virtual conceptual
necessity.” An adoption of (16c) as the definition of the EPP however entails
the re-working of many of Chomsky’s (1995) assumptions about clause
structure, expletives, and the checking of structural Case. In the next three
subsections, I show that these reworkings are indeed possible, and actually
strengthen the case for the formulation of the EPP as a universal themati-
zation requirement. Let us first formalize the process I have been calling
“merger of the EPP-feature” and discuss the consequences it has for clausal
architecture.

3.1. Universal Thematization and the CP Projection

3.1.1. The Construction of the Numeration

The point of origin of a derivation in minimalism is the process that
constructs the numeration, the array of lexical choices that are mapped
onto PF and LF output by the computational system. The construction of
the numeration for a particular lexical item (LI) is essentially a two-step
operation (Chomsky 1995: 235–241): (i) choose the LI from the lexicon,
(ii) associate a set of optional features with the LI. This two-step process
is entailed by the fact the lexical entry lists only its idiosyncratic features;
step (i) can access only information about the ±substantive nature of an
LI. Step (ii) is therefore necessary to introduce those optional formal features
of the LI that are relevant to the computation, such as Case-features,
%-features, whether C0 is ±interrogative, T0 is ±Tense, etc. Typically,
however, optional information of this type also indirectly follows from
the lexical entry itself – if the LI is of the categorial feature [N], then the
fact that step (ii) associates it with Case- and %-features follows from general
principles that associate the categorial feature [N] with this particular set
of features. Similarly, the fact that step (ii) can specify C0 is +interroga-
tive also follows from the lexical entry, because interrogation is a property
intrinsically associated with the force content of C0.

The association of the EPP-feature with a functional head either in the
CP or TP projection can obviously be accomplished only by step (ii), but
at first blush, it appears that step (ii) may be restricted to introduction of
features into the numeration that follow indirectly from the lexical entry.
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Then, it is debatable whether the formation of the numeration is indeed a
two-step process at all, rather than a single process with two different targets
in the lexicon – first, it targets the idiosyncratic information of a lexical
entry, then it targets the set of features intrinsically associated with it. To
justify the existence of step (ii) it is therefore necessary to find features,
which although they must be introduced into the numeration, nevertheless
cannot be derived from the lexical entry of a ±substantive LI. The feature
of strength would appear to be a good candidate in this regard, but it also
could be argued that since it is a parametric property, this information
apparently comes along for free whenever step (i) accesses a functional
category. 

The real evidence for the independence of step (ii) is the EPP-feature
(even on an interpretation of it as a [strong] D-feature of T0) since it cannot
be considered as intrinsically associated with a particular functional
category, and must therefore be introduced by step (ii). Furthermore, assume
that the way that step (ii) constructs this association between a functional
head and the EPP-feature is through the operation Merge, yielding
[X0max X0 EPP]. On the characterization of the EPP as a universal themati-
zation requirement, the parametrically available targets for such merger
can only be heads associated with “sentence-like” properties, either T0, or
a head in the CP projection, the exact identity of which we now consider.

3.1.2. The Structure of the CP Projection 

It has been generally assumed that the optimal analysis of obligatory
syntactic topicalization must be one that unifies it with WH-movement –
for example, in topic-prominent languages that are also overt WH-movement
languages, the two operations are not only in complementary distribution
but also often respect the same locality constraints – but this unification
has proved to be difficult to achieve. Although many of the problems in this
regard originate from the attempt to accord a unique derivation – substi-
tution in a specifier position – to all XPs that receive a LINK interpretation,
and therefore may be dismissed in an approach that does not make construal
as a LINK dependent on a particular hierarchical positioning at Spellout,
one major empirical obstacle still remains. This obstacle is the distribu-
tion of the topic phrase/WH-phrase vis-à-vis the complementizer – topics
must appear to the right of the complementizer, but WH-phrases can only
surface to its left. This distribution precludes an analysis of syntactic
topicalization as one that involves substitution in [Spec, C], as then we
would expect topics to precede complementizers. Müller and Sternefeld
(1993: 487) solve this problem by adopting the suggestion due to Haider
(1988) that the CP projection is actually a matching projection:
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5 Germanic root questions are also problematic: if V-2 designates the Top0 head, then why
are root questions also positively correlated with it? Müller and Sternefeld (1993) suggest that
since German lacks root complementizers, the designation of C0 here must be effected by
verb-raising from Top0 to C0, a suggestion that undermines the absolute correlation between
V-2 and syntactic topicalization used to initially set up their account. I take this fact as
argument for the independence of V-2 from substitution into a CP specifier, and derive the
designation of C0 in root questions from the choice of a quantificational C0 in the numera-
tion Chomsky (1995: 289–293). 
6 Müller and Sternefeld’s (1993) proposals can also be seen to pave the way for Rizzi’s
(1996) decomposition of the CP projection into [ForceP Spec Force0 [TopP Spec Top0 [FocP Spec
Foc0 [FinP Spec Fin0]]]]. Although I adopt Rizzi’s proposals regarding independent projec-
tions for Force, which I label as C0 throughout, and Finiteness, the final account of topic
and focus I develop does not implicate a functional head labeled either Top0 or Foc0. Although
a detailed critique of Rizzi’s proposals is beyond the scope of the present discussion, my main
disagreement is with his assumption that a similarity of pragmatic interpretation unambigu-
ously identifies a unique checking configuration. Since Rizzi’s analysis uniquely identifies
[Spec, Top] as the landing site for all elements that receive a LINK interpretation, it has to

(17) Two functional projections match iff one immediately dominates
the other, and at least one specifier position of these projec-
tions is empty.

Assume for the moment that the lexicon does make universally available
a functional head labeled Top0 together with the information that it is
selected as a complement of C0. CP and TopP can then qualify as a matching
projection if the specifier position of either C0 or Top0 is not licensed. Müller
and Sternefeld (1993: 487–489) effect this by the suggestion that only a
head that is active or designated may license a specifier position. The CP
projection is distinguished in that it requires a uniquely designated head,
so [Spec, Top] and [Spec, C] can never be licensed simultaneously in the
universally available matching projection in (18a). As designation is an overt
phenomenon that must be effected by Spellout, Top0 is held to be desig-
nated by overt verb-raising (in (18b)), while C0 is designated (in (18c))
by the lexical complementizer. 

(18) a. [CP C0 [TopP Top0]]
b. [CP C0 [TopP Spec Top0-VFIN]]
c. [CP Spec C0

OVERT [TopP Top0]]

These proposals, though conceptually attractive, are clearly inadequate for
a cross-linguistic description of thematization, as languages like Japanese
do not instantiate the positive correlation between verb-raising and topi-
calization in [Spec, Top] made necessary for the designation of Top0, and
languages like Kashmiri, as we see below, allow complementizers to co-
occur with topicalized XPs.5 These problems are overcome if we adopt (19),
by which the merger of the EPP-feature with Top0 in the numeration effects
its designation:6



(19) [CP C0 [TopP Spec Top0
EPP]]

Pause now and consider the implications of our label for the lower head
in the matching CP projection as Top0. This nomenclature is clearly not
tenable if we wish to maintain the conclusion that construal as a LINK

necessarily does not implicate the checking of a FF[TOPIC], as the label Top0

accords what is essentially a discursive interpretation the status of a
[-substantive] feature. There is then really no deep reason why checking
in [Spec, Top] must be facilitated only by EPP-merger with Top0 in the
numeration, as it is a label of the target that should be accessible to the
N!" computation. We would then expect this feature to not only interact
with the parameter of strength, but if it is also [+Interpretable], it should
be repeatedly accessed by the computation as well. However, since
languages with only covert topicalization or overt multiple topics do not
appear to exist, labeling the second head in the matching CP as Top0 does
not serve even the purposes of descriptive adequacy. 

Theoretically as well, the completely descriptive flavor of postulating
discursive interpretations as nonsubstantive categories must be looked at
in askance. While this is common practice in the generative literature, the
motivation for separate functional heads bearing the categorial features of
LINK, FOCUS, TAIL, GROUND, emphasis, etc., largely originates from a very
stringent view of the role that Full Interpretation (FI) plays at the C-I
interface, by which all interpretations arrived at the C-I interface must
have been mediated through checking in the N!" computation. I will
take the departure from this strict view of FI advocated in this paper, by
which discursive interpretations like LINK, TAIL, and GROUND lie outside
the purview of the BOC-driven grammar, to remove the need for separate
functional heads like Top0, Foc0, etc. Following Uriagareka (1995), I suggest
that all that is required in the CP projection is a single functional category,
say F0 that encodes the speaker’s point of view. F0 serves as “an all-purpose
device” to express matters of topic, focus, etc., encoding distinct points
of view in distinct derivations. Although Uriagareka does not spell out the
process by which a particular set of point of view features comes to be
associated with F0, the proposal about designation here achieves the desired
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allow the recursion of Topic Phrases to accommodate the co-occurrence of left-dislocated,
adjoined-to-XP and/or [Spec, Top] topics. This, however, attributes to syntactic topicaliza-
tion a property of iterability that is actually atypical of it. I also believe Rizzi erroneously
locates the Focus Phrase inside the split CP, and here my fundamental quarrel is with the kind
of data that Rizzi uses, as it involves a misinterpretation of what are contrastive topics as foci.
As Miyagawa (1991) and Erteschik-Shir (1997) have shown, interpretation in terms of contrast
cross-cuts both the LINK and FOCUS construal, so that a contrastive interpretation does not
uniquely identify either LINKS or FOCI.



result.7 On the reanalysis of CP as a matching projection of C0 and F0,
EPP-merger with F0 in the numeration results in the licensing of [Spec,
F] as well as the identification of F0 as thematic in content. 

3.2. Universal Thematization and Merge\Move

It will be obvious that the observed correlation between verb-raising to F0

and the licensing of [Spec, F] cannot be directly derived from the merger
of the EPP-feature at F0. While this is a desired result, given the absence
of verb-raising to F0 in a topic-prominent language like Japanese, inde-
pendent explanation must be found for the fact that in many other languages,
topic-prominence does correlate with V-2 phenomena quite systematically.
Although the discussion that follows does not speculate as to what the exact
syntactic motivation for V-2 may be, I show that an independent account
of V-2 from substitution in [Spec, F] is indeed possible and may in fact
constitute the optimal explanation of the co-occurrence of V-2 with syn-
tactic topicalization.

3.2.1. Verb-Raising to F0 and Universal Thematization 

The obvious consequence of the separation of overt verb-raising from
EPP-checking is that we can maintain the EPP-feature to be universally
[strong]; but then the claim in Chomsky (1995) that languages like Irish
lack the EPP-feature altogether can no longer be maintained. The chief basis
for this claim in the literature is the distinct properties of verb-raising in
Irish as compared to the prototypical V-2 language, German. The chief
objection to a V-to-F0 analysis of Irish is then perhaps the chief empirical
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7 This proposal significantly constrains the possible content that F0 may bear by linking it
to the feature that designates it in the numeration. Although Uriagareka’s claim that F0 may
be focal in nature can follow from our earlier suggestion that [focus] has the status of a formal
feature, further speculations about the other potential contents of F0 can only be, under our
proposals, licit if the postulated point of view feature can be argued to have a formal status.
Furthermore, in Kidwai (1999), I suggest that it is not necessarily the case that all instances
of FF[FOCUS] must be licensed in the N!" computation. I claim that positional informational
focus, i.e. focus that is not bound by a focus-sensitive operator like only, even, etc., is licensed
post-syntactically in the PF-component. 

The licensing of bound focus, however, may well be a syntactic phenomenon. Kashmiri
provides striking evidence for this claim, as it evidences two distinct positions in the linear
order for informational (±WH-) foci and bound foci, as the former typically occur in the
configuration TOPIC – FOCUS – VFINITE . . . , but the latter must occur in the configuration FOCUS

– VFINITE . . . . This latter order could derive from a hypothesis that suggests that in case
the numeration contains an operator that binds FF[FOCUS], F

0 is designated as encoding bound
focus, a designation that forces overt raising of bound foci to [Spec, F]. 



evidence for an analysis of Irish as lacking the EPP altogether.8 The fact
that verb-raising in Irish, as (20a) shows, is an embedded phenomenon is
taken as indicative of a raising-to-T0 account of the phenomenon, as
canonical V-2 languages like German, as in (20b), do not exhibit this
distribution:

(20) a. ceapaim [CP 'o bhfaca sé an madra]
think-PRES-1SG that  see-PAST he-NOM the  dog

‘I think that he saw the dog.’

b. ich  dachte da( Karl  'estern das  Buch  'ekauft hat
I thought  that  Karl  yesterday  the book bought has 

‘I thought that Karl had bought the book yesterday.’

The presence of the overt complementizer in German embedded clauses has
usually been seen as the source of the V-final ordering in (20b). Now, if
Irish verb-raising were also to target C0, then the facts in (20b) are
unexpected, so the raised verb bhfaca must target an inflectional head lower
than C0, suggested to be the highest inflectional head in the IP (McCloskey
1996), assumed to be T0. The fact that Irish is VSO is taken to indicate
that the subject occupies a position lower than [Spec, T], and since it is
assumed that [Spec, T] is licensed by the EPP, Irish must lack the EPP
altogether.

This V-to-T0 analysis for Irish must then be extended to languages like
Yiddish, Icelandic, and Kashmiri in which V-2 co-occurs with embedded
complementizers, but this analysis is really tenable only for languages like
Yiddish (Diesing 1990) and Icelandic (den Besten 1989), as Kashmiri allows
embedded topicalization in such contexts as well:

(21) a. temis chu  š"kh kii yi kitab  cha-yi  tse 
he-DAT is doubt  that  this  book is  you-ERG

p"rmets
read-PERF

‘He regrets the fact that it is this book that you have read.’

b. me cha  p"rešanii  kyazki šiila cha-na r"meš"n 
This  is worry because  Sheela  is-NEG Ramesh-ERG

vuchmets
see-PERF

‘This worries me because Ramesh has not seen Sheela.’
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8 Carnie and Harley (1997) also cite the fact that Irish lacks expletives altogether as evidence
for its lack of the EPP-feature, but this is a poor diagnostic. As indicated by fn. 6 Hindi-
Urdu patterns with Irish in this respect, even though it is presumably a language that raises
subjects to [Spec, T] by Spellout. 



(22) javed"n lukh "slam-as (ki) yi kitab  p"r tsi
Javed-ERG wrote  Aslam-DAT that  this  book  read  you

‘Javed wrote to Aslam that you read this book.’

Additionally, the analysis that Kashmiri V-2 involves raising to T0 neces-
sitates the hypothesis that in Kashmiri (finite) inflection is head-initial, in
what is otherwise a head-final language. Although both Bhatt (1994) and
Bhatt (1997) argue for this very analysis, given the across-the-board
application in V-2 in finite clauses, this would lead to us to expect that
Kashmiri finite verbs should never appear in final position.9 This is not
confirmed by empirical data, for, as Wali, Koul and Koul (1997) show,
the finite (auxiliary) verb is necessarily final in relative clauses and coun-
terfactuals, as shown by (22) and (23) respectively: Wali, Koul and Koul
take these examples to be evidence for a head-final TP projection, and
for an analysis of Kashmiri verb-raising as targeting the CP-projection.10

(22) a. su dakt"r [yemsund  bi  d"va khevan  chus] 'ov 
the  doctor  [whose I medicine  eating is-1SG went

dili
Delhi

‘The doctor whose medicine I am taking went to Delhi.’ 

b.*su dakt"r [yemsund chus bi d"va khevan] 'ov dili

(23) a. "g"r  ram"n  miraii kitab  ditse
if Ram Mira-DAT book gave

‘If Ram gave the book to Mira.’ 

b.*"g"r ditse ram"n miraii kitab

In terms of the matching structure of the CP projection we have adopted,
it must be that Kashmiri V-2 targets the F0 head rather than the C0 head,
with the result that V-2 may freely co-occur with an overt complemen-
tizer. This analysis of Kashmiri V-2 can now be carried over to Irish – if
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9 Given that non-finite verbs occur clause-finally, Bhatt (1997) suggests that the checking
of non-finite (participial) tense in Kashmiri implicates a distinct functional (final) head
from T0. This results in two entirely ad-hoc stipulations, namely that null Case in Kashmiri
is checked at a site distinct from the universal one, T0, and that head-initiality is not a
general property of functional heads in Kashmiri. In the discussion in this paper, I assume
a more traditional analysis about the headedness of Indo-Aryan functional categories in the
clause, in that only C0 is head-initial, and TP-level categories like T0 are final.
10 Wali Koul and Koul also suggest that there is a strong preference for V-final ordering
if all arguments are null pronominals. If V-2 is a reliable diagnostic for topicalization in
Kashmiri, this would lead to either of two rather sticky (and untenable) conclusions – either
the EPP is not merged at F0 or pro cannot count as an adequate theme. I will have to set
these facts aside for future research.



embedded V-2 does not necessarily implicate the licensing of [Spec, F], Irish
embedded V-2 can target F0 with impunity. Both Irish and Kashmiri will
then be in the configuration in (24) at PF: 

(24) [CP C0
±OVERT [FP ±Spec F0-VFIN]]

The problem with this analysis is that we now have no deep explanation
for either the German facts, where the occurrence of overt complemen-
tizers blocks V-2, or the Kashmiri ones, where a filled [Spec, F] is
concomitant with V-2 – there is no reason why embedded C0 should block
verb-raising to F0 in German, and no necessary relationship between
Kashmiri V-2 and a filled [Spec, F]. Although it would be conceptually
attractive to link Kashmiri and German V-2 to the designation of F0, the
claim that both Irish F0 and Kashmiri C0 may be overtly filled despite neither
of these heads being designated, significantly undermines the possibility
of such an analysis. 

3.2.2. Move and Unique Designation

An important distinction ignored so far is the root/subordinate asymmetry
in German with respect to the functional head targeted by merger of the
EPP-feature. In embedded clauses, EPP-merger targets T0 rather than
F0. Kashmiri, however, uniformly targets F0 for EPP-merger in both con-
texts. As this is also exactly the context in which the V-2 patterns of the
two types of languages differ, it appears that the designation of a par-
ticular functional category in the matching CP projection has a role to
play in its availability as a target of Move. Adopting a more restrictive
position than Müller and Sternefeld’s (1993), let us assume that (only)
designation renders functional categories visible targets for all applica-
tions of Move:

(25) a. Designation of Functional Head
At most one of the clausal functional heads in CP must be
designated, where either:
i. F0 is designated by EPP-merger in the numeration, or
ii. C0

[–DECLARATIVE] is introduced into the numeration.

b. Visibility of Designated Head

Only the [–Interpretable] features of a designated head are visible
to CHL.

(25) straightforwardly entails the difference between German and Kashmiri
with respect to the availability of embedded topicalization and V-2. Kashmiri
is a language in which EPP-merger targets F0 in both root and embedded
contexts, so F0 is always available as a target for overt raising. German,
on the other hand, shows a root/subordinate asymmetry with regards to EPP-
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11 It remains to be shown why V-2 cannot target the designated C0, yielding the structure
[C0

max C0-VFIN]. It appears that this impossibility of verb-raising to target an embedded
(overt) ±declarative C0 is generally barred in UG, given the similar absence of V-2 in
German embedded interrogatives. What appears to be required is a modern version of the
Doubly-Filled COMP Filter – perhaps something like Müller and Sternefeld’s (1993: 490)
version of this filter, by which the fact that embedded C0 bears features (Force, etc.) makes
it resistant to verb incorporation.

merger in the numeration – in embedded clauses, EPP-merger targets T0,
so neither topicalization nor V-2 targeting embedded F0 can be licit, as in
this instance, F0 will be invisible to Attract\Move. 

Furthermore, there appears to be a split between quantificational C0,
which patterns with designated F0 in participating in Attract\Move, and
declarative C0, which does not induce displacement of categorial features
at all. Let us then suppose that the selection of declarative C0 in the
numeration is neither a necessary nor sufficient condition for its designa-
tion, restricting the designation of C0 to the selection of a non-declarative
C0 as in (25a). The co-occurrence of Kashmiri V-2 with declarative (and
other non-quantificational) complementizers in (21)–(22) is then not
unexpected, and neither are the facts in (23)–(24), as both relative clauses
and counterfactuals involve a designated C0

[–DECLARATIVE] in nature. Kashmiri
and German embedded declaratives will thus have the distinct PF-forms
in (26a) and (26b) respectively, but the identical form in (26c) in root
clauses:11

(26) a. [CP C0
[+DECLARATIVE] [FP Spec F0

EPP-VFIN]]
b. [CP C0

[+DECLARATIVE] [FP F0 [FP Spec T0
EPP-VFIN]]

c. [CP C0
ROOT [FP Spec F0

EPP-VFIN]]

Now, since (25) ties up the availability of F0 as a landing site with its
designation by EPP-merger, the analysis of Irish verb-raising as targeting
F0 can no longer hold, and an alternative target for verb-raising must be
found. Following Rizzi (1996), let us maintain that since the CP projec-
tion is also a site for finiteness information, this necessitates an independent
functional head FinP, selected as a complement of F0. Contrary to Rizzi
however, let us continue with our assumption that this projection too needs
to be designated as the sole head of the matching CP projection for it to
be available as a landing site for verb-movement. Then, the universally
available CP matching projection is (27a), and the PF-output in subject-
prominent languages with designated Fin0 is (27b):

(27) a. [CP C0 [FP F0 [FinP Fin0]]]
b. [CP C0

[+DECLARATIVE] [FP F0[FinP Spec Fin0-VFIN [TP Spec T0
EPP]]]]

Irish may well be such a language, in which the designation of Fin0 is



effected perhaps as a parametric choice (Platzack 1995).12 Although a
detailed investigation of this hypothesis would take us too far afield, it
correctly predicts the relative order of the finite verb and (embedded or
main) complementizers. The absence of a filled [Spec, Fin] in Irish
can also have as its source subject-prominence – since DP-raising to
[Spec, T] involves the checking of both abstract Case and the EPP, its
subsequent raising to [Spec, Fin] can have no overt motivation. 

3.2.3. Merge and Unique Designation

The analysis so far has closely followed the guideline that topic-prominence
and subject-prominence are best described as a parametric choice within
a single system. By locating the difference between the two types of lan-
guages in terms of the functional head at which the EPP-feature is merged,
we have implicitly assumed that this parametric choice does not differen-
tially affect the system itself – (in the event that the numeration does not
contain an expletive) EPP-merger at either T0 or F0 necessarily implicates
Attract/Move of an argument. This assumption, however, is not entirely
correct, as UG allows an additional, and more economical, option Merge,
assumed to be exercised in the case of expletive-merger at [Spec, F] or
[Spec, T]. The question is then why this option is not more generally
available, i.e. why is direct Merge at [Spec, F] not available to non-exple-
tive elements? It is my claim that the phenomenon of superset topicalization
illustrated in Japanese (5) above is an instance of Merge in [Spec, F].13

The extremely restricted availability of this option in natural language –
necessarily non-arguments – follows from the fact that arguments typi-
cally have other formal features that must be licensed for convergence,
and merger in [Spec, F] will necessarily preclude even covert checking with
functional heads lower than [Spec, F]. Moreover, merger of an argument
in [Spec, F] will lead to a &-Criterion violation, given that &-roles are
determined by the structural configurations inside the vP (Hale and Keyser
1993). 
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12 The Germanic languages also presumably locate finiteness in the CP projection, but an
analysis of German(ic) V-2 as targeting Fin0 contradicts our claim that at most one func-
tional head may be designated in the CP projection, as we have shown V-2 in both root
and embedded clauses to be crucially dependent on the designation of F0. I will assume
that the uniqueness constraint on designation forces the covert raising of Fin0 to F0 in
Germanic. 
13 This parametric property of Japanese may explain why Japanese lacks expletive topi-
calization altogether. Although I am uncertain as to the exact formal expression of this
property, it appears that the absence of a lexical entry for expletives in Japanese somehow
facilitates the introduction of supersets into the numeration by step (ii). This is, of course,
if superset topicalization actually involves merger at [Spec, F] at all, as Sano (1993) analyses
it as extraction from [Spec, NP]. I must postpone investigation of this proposal to a later
date. 



Similar considerations also preclude the dual analysis of Japanese
topicalization (Saito 1985), by which NP-topics are considered to be base-
generated in [Spec, F] but PP-topics are derived by movement. This analysis
is primarily based on the apparently distinct behavior of NP- vs. PP-topics
with respect to Subjacency, in that only PP-topicalization violates island
constraints, but there is reason to believe that this may not be correct.
Sano (1993) argues that all Japanese topicalization respects Subjacency,
as instances that appear to be immune to it actually involve the use of
[Spec, NP] as an escape-hatch. If this is correct, then a uniform analysis
of Japanese topicalization as overt movement to [Spec, F] as a conse-
quence of EPP-merger at F0 appears tenable.14

3.3. Universal Thematization, Expletives and Abstract Case

3.3.1. Expletives and Universal Thematization 

A major consequence of the adoption of (16c) as the formulation of the EPP
is that we now need to work out the syntactic differences induced by merger
of the EPP-feature with either T0 or F0. Why does the checking of the
EPP at T0 (apparently) necessarily entail the checking of a D-feature but not
at F0? How is abstract Case licensed on argument XPs in languages which
merge the EPP-feature at F0? Chomsky’s argument that the EPP is best
expressed as a [strong] D-feature of T0 primarily derives from his analysis
of expletives in MSCs,15 which he uses as a cover term for genuine MSCs
like the Icelandic in English translation in (28a) and the English
there-associate construction in (28b), both of which are held to instantiate
the configuration in (28c) at LF:

(28) a. There have some cakes been baked for the party
b. There are some men in the room
c. Exp [Subj [T0max XP]]

Chomsky (1995: 354–374) argues that in these constructions, the exple-
tive, which has the categorial status of a D, is inserted overtly by Merge
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14 A potential problem is posed by an analysis that claims Case-features to be [weak] in
Japanese. If this is the case, then this claim is inconsistent with current assumptions that
checking of [weak] Case-features involves the covert raising of FF[SUBJECT] and FF[OBJECT] to
the checking domain of T0

NOM and v respectively, as positioning in [Spec, F] of either the
subject or the direct object will end up involving lowering rather than raising. This problem
can be taken care of if we assume, contrary to our earlier analysis, that Japanese does in
fact raise the verb to F0 (via v and T0) in the overt syntax, as then both nominative and
accusative Case can be checked as free riders at [Spec, F].
15 The other motivation for the EPP is to derive successive-cyclic raising through
[Spec, T], but since this does not make reference to the EPP as a D-feature, it is unaffected
by the reformulation of the EPP as in (16c).



in [Spec, T] in satisfaction of the [strong] D-feature of T0. As the
expletive cannot check the Case and %-features of T0max because it lacks
all other (formal and semantic) features apart from its categorial feature,
its associate must raise (either overtly or covertly) for such checking,
yielding (28c). (28c) however violates FI as it contains a semantically
vacuous element, which must be eliminated for convergence. Chomsky
effects this result by the assumption that the [-Interpretable] [nominal]
feature of the expletive must be deleted in a checking relation with the
covertly raised [nominal] feature of the associate. The LF “elimination”
of the expletive then follows from general principles of N!D raising, and
we also achieve a description of the cross-linguistically attested tendency
towards a nonspecific interpretation of its associate. 

Looking closer, it appears that nothing in the formulation of the EPP
as a universal thematization requirement conflicts with the premise that
expletives are lexically specified only as Ds. The EPP need actually make
no reference to a D-feature, because if the element merged at [Spec, T] is
such a featurally underspecified element, Chomsky’s analysis will follow
automatically. Additionally, as Boeckx (1998) observes, there may be a
distinct empirical advantage in reformulating the EPP as a universal
thematization requirement, as it may constitute an explanation for why MSC
expletives in some Iberian languages (Silva-Villar 1998) play a distinct
pragmatic role: 

(29) a. Il viñeron teud pais Galician
EXP came-3PL your parents

‘Your parents came’

b. Ele muitos  estudiantes  vieram à festa Portu'uese
EXP many students came-3PL to party

‘Many students came to the party’

Notice that in these examples, the expletive is inflected for %-features, so
it cannot be just a pure D element, and is necessarily interpreted as
[+specific]. Since these constructions have the basic properties of MSCs,
Boeckx argues that the specificity of the expletive derives from its
pragmatic\discursive role. As the expletive has “a surface effect linked to
the speech moment referring to the given point in time and space”, its
specificity is expected, but only on an interpretation of the EPP as encoding
discourse-related information necessary for appropriate interchange. 

In fact, it may be that all expletives have a distinct pragmatic import.
For example, Ward and Birner (1998) show the associate of the there-
expletive in English must necessarily be either hearer- or discourse- new
information. Or, put another way, the fact that there-expletives are sensi-
tive to information status and are typically inserted when no other XP is
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an eligible theme suggests that they too, like topic-expletives, signal that
the default mode and locus of update must continue. The following
exchange, reported by Ward and Birner, may be used to support this point:

(30) A1: We had another one of our delightful faculty meetings
today.

B: My God, what do you have? Three a week?
A2: I know. And they are always the same. Today there was 

the usual bickering . . .

Assume that the utterance A1 makes B select the file-card labelled A’S

FACULTY MEETINGS, which already bears an entry about the general acri-
monious nature of these proceedings. A2 then serves as an instruction to
B to consider the information on that file-card as the future locus of update.
If these suggestions are on the right track, it is then perhaps no longer
necessary to make the assumption that expletives are entirely vacuous
elements at the C-I interface, as it appears they have enough pragmatic
features necessary to satisfy the EPP. Chomsky’s account of MSCs in
subject-prominent languages could then be restricted to its first half –
expletive-merger at [Spec, T] is forced by the EPP, and since the exple-
tive cannot check the Case- or %-features of T0, (c)overt raising of the
associate is required for convergence. 

3.3.2. Expletives and [Spec, F] 

Turning now to expletives in topic-prominent languages, we would expect
expletive-merger to strictly parallel expletive-merger in [Spec, T], but the
facts of German expletive-topicalization suggest that a more nuanced
analysis is required.16 As the examples in (10) and (12) above illustrate, it
is only in weather predicates that es-expletives may occur in subject position,
perhaps because such expletives are quasi-arguments (Chomsky 1981: 37).
In all other contexts, where no other XP is eligible for checking the EPP-
feature of F0, the es-expletive must necessarily be merged directly in
[Spec, F]. Then, given a weather predicate, why is it the case that the
quasi-argument expletive (EXPQA) may never co-occur with the pure
expletive (EXPPure), as in (31), because it could be argued that in discourse
conditions in which EXPQA does not count as a relevant theme, EXPPure must
be merged in [Spec, F] to satisfy the EPP?
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16 Although Chomsky (1995) presents extensive arguments for the ultimate location of exple-
tives in [Spec, T], the discussion there actually serves to demonstrate that when the merger
of an expletive targets a functional projection, that functional projection must be vP-external.
Since F0 satisfies this requirement, nothing in Chomsky’s arguments precludes the merger
of an expletive in [Spec, F]. 



(31)   * es wird  es heute  re'nen
it will it today rain

‘It will rain today.’ 

There are two possible derivations for (31), represented schematically by
(32): either (31) is the creation of the merger of the EXPQA at [Spec, F]
and merger of EXPPure at [Spec, T], or it is the creation of the merger of
the EXPQA at [Spec, T] and merger of EXPQA at [Spec, F]:17

(32) a. [CP [FP ExpQA F0 [TP ExpPure T0]]] . . .
b. [CP [FP ExpPure F0 [TP ExpQA T0]]] . . .

In order to show that neither of the derivations in (32) are possible, it is
necessary to first settle the status of quasi-argumenthood. Recall that
Chomsky’s (1981: 37) analysis of quasi-argumenthood derives from his
desire to map &-relations to subcategorization frames, by which if X
subcategorizes for Y, X also necessarily &-marks Y. As EXPQA differs from
the expletive subject of, say, a raising predicate like seem, in not being in
complementary distribution with a raised argument, Chomsky suggests
that EXPQA must be analyzed as subcategorized for, and hence &-marked,
by the weather predicate. However, even in Chomsky (1981: 324–335)
this does not imply that EXPQA has the referential property prototypical of
real arguments, as it shares in the inability of EXPPure to execute a referen-
tial function. It is no longer necessary to maintain the assumptions that force
Chomsky to accord the expletives in the subject position of weather
predicates the analysis of bearing a non-referential &-role, given Hale and
Keyser’s (1993) suggestion that the &-roles are derivative from the primi-
tive structural configurations of X-bar theory. Quasi-argumenthood therefore
has no theoretical status. 

The alternative explanation for the apparent obligatoriness of the
expletive in weather predicates, I suggest, derives from the observation
that EXPQA is not a universally available, subcategorized for, option. In
Kashmiri and other Indo-Aryan languages, weather predicates do not involve
the merger of EXPQA in [Spec, T]. Since weather predicates in these
languages are complex (N+V) predicates, these languages have access to
another strategy, by which the nominal part of the weather predicate, e.g.
be/fall rain, comes to occupy [Spec, T], instantiating the configuration
. . . [TP rain [T0max fall\be T0]] . . . by Spellout. In Kashmiri, where the EPP
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17 Chomsky (1995) derives the impossibility of the order EXP EXP in MSCs from his analysis
that expletives are pure D elements licensed by N!D raising. Since the associate EXP will
lack the relevant [N] categorial feature, the pure EXP can never be licensed. This account
cannot capture the fact that the phenomenon is as general as (31) indicates. The solution
suggested here, by which the selection of two EXPs in the numeration (for a single clause),
explains both the impossibility of EXP EXP in MSC and topic-prominent languages.



is merged at F0, the fact that such raising takes place even in contexts where
an adverbial checks the EPP-feature at [Spec, F] or suggests that this raising
has a Case-checking motivation, i.e. such raising is driven by the Case-
checking requirements of the Kashmiri [strong] T0

NOM. Then, in languages
in which weather predicates lack a complex predicate structure (or bar the
raising of the nominal part of the predicate) it must be that EXPQA-merger
in [Spec, T] is similarly driven by the checking requirements of [strong]
T0

NOM. Thus, on this approach, the so-called quasi-argument expletive is
actually a nominative expletive, EXPNOM, that is selected for convergence
in the absence of an XP capable of checking [strong] T0

NOM.18

Returning then to the impossibility of (31), consider the examples from
German in (33). On the assumptions that we now make, (33a) is derived
by the merger of EXPPure at [Spec, F] to check the [strong] EPP-feature of
F0, while in (33b), EXPNOM-merger is forced by [strong] T0

NOM: 

(33) a. es werden  hier Bücher  'elesen 
it are here  books read

‘Books are being read here.’

b. heute  wird  es re'nen
today  will it rain

‘Today, it will rain.’

c. es wird  heute  re'nen
it will today rain

‘It will rain today.’

The grammaticality of (33c) is crucial in arriving at the explanation for
the impossibility of (31). The optimal analysis of (33c) is one that enforces
the raising of EXPNOM to [Spec, F] from [Spec, T] to satisfy the EPP-feature
of F0. (33c) thus entails that raising of ' to [Spec, F] for EPP-checking is
possible iff ' checks all relevant [strong] feature(s) of lower functional
heads prior to such raising. In other words, raising to check the EPP is
not exempt from the cyclicity induced in the derivation by lower [strong]
features, provided of course that the functional heads that bear these [strong]
features can legitimately attract some sublabel of '. If the descriptive
property of strength is that the introduction of a [strong] feature triggers
an operation that eliminates it (Chomsky 1995), it is only expected that
EPP-merger in [Spec, T] to eliminate [strong] T0

NOM must precede the
elimination of the EPP-feature of F0. The derivation of (31) in (32a)
will then crash for either of two reasons: (i) if the merger of EXPNOM in
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18 Bayer and Suchsland (1998) cite Haider (1993) as making a similar claim. The details
of this analysis are however, unavailable to me at the present time.



[Spec, F] precedes the merger of EXPPure in [Spec, T], the strict cycle will
be violated, or (ii) if the merger of EXPPure in [Spec, T] precedes the merger
of EXPNOM in [Spec, F], the [strong] Case-feature of T0

NOM will not be
checked. 

The derivation of (31) in (32b) is however unaffected by the issue of
strength, and in fact should be preferred if the grammar prioritizes Merge
over Move. Note, however that this derivation proceeds on the assump-
tion that the numeration contains two expletives, EXPNOM and EXPPure. This
itself is questionable, given the principle in (34), by which the introduc-
tion of an LI from the lexicon into the numeration is argued to be
interface-driven (Chomsky 1995):

(34) ' enters the numeration if and only if it has an effect on output.

Note that the introduction of two expletives into the numeration is not
automatically barred by our arguments here. We have so far argued that
the introduction of EXPNOM into the numeration is a last resort act, neces-
sitated by the selection of [strong] T0

NOM in the absence of any argument
eligible to check this feature. But what about EXPPure – what could be the
reason for its introduction into the numeration? Recall that we have
suggested that expletives have consequences for information update, so it
could be argued that the introduction of EXPPure into the numeration has a
(pragmatic) effect on output distinct from that of EXPNOM. (31) should then
be a permissible PF output. In order to bar this result, it is necessary to
re-examine our implicit assumption that the EXPNOM is introduced into the
numeration solely for ensuring the convergence of a derivation that contains
a [strong] T0

NOM. It turns out that this assumption is wrong, as on this
characterization, EXPNOM must be taken to instantiate a pure [-Interpretable]
Case-feature that must be erased for convergence at LF. Then, in lan-
guages that merge the EPP-feature at T0, EXPNOM will have to be erased, thus
resulting in the unwelcome situation in which the category that satisfies
the EPP at [Spec, T] (as a free rider) cannot be accessed for interpreta-
tion at the C-I interface. 

It is therefore necessary to maintain that the introduction of EXPNOM into
the numeration is also exclusively motivated by the EPP. The fact that in
topic-prominent languages that select a [strong] T0

NOM, EXPNOM must raise
via [Spec, T] to [Spec, F], then follows without stipulation, given the earlier
observation that EPP-checking is not exempt from the cyclicity induced
by other [strong] features in the derivation. Although the selection of an
expletive is forced by the EPP,19 the choice of the kind of expletive is depen-
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19 This proposal has interesting implications for (34), if (33b) is taken to demonstrate that
even though EXPNOM is introduced into the numeration because of the EPP, the availability
of the adverbial as a potential category that can check the EPP at [Spec, F] allows a PF
output in which EXPNOM remains in [Spec, T]. Although (33b) converges because EXPNOM is



dent on the strength of the other (lower) functional heads in the numera-
tion. In German and English, the selection of [strong] T0

NOM determines
the kind of expletive that is selected in the numeration – as EXPPure does
not bear a Case-feature, EXPNOM must be selected for convergence. Then,
even though free rider checking of EXPNOM’s Case-feature with T0

NOM results
in erasure, the informational properties of the expletive remain unaffected
and are accessed by the C-I system.20

Then, given that all expletives are introduced into the numeration to serve
the checking requirements of the EPP, the numeration of (32b) violates
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in a checking relation with [strong] T0
NOM, it is not licensed for the reason why it was

introduced into the numeration – it is not in a checking relation with the EPP-feature on
F0. Then, (34) must be seen as having only a limited look-ahead ability, in that it allows
the introduction of '. Furthermore, not all features of ' actually need licensing, as its
[+Interpretable] features may survive to an element/feature into the numeration as long as
it is deemed necessary for convergence at the point the numeration is constructed. 

It is thus my claim that the selection of an expletive in the numeration by step (ii) is a
consequence of the introduction of the EPP-feature, exactly analogous to the way that
%-features are introduced into the numeration on the selection of a nominal category. Thus,
expletives are intrinsically associated with the EPP, and although languages differ in the range
of contexts in which they can be introduced into the numeration, this must be derivable
from independent factors, e.g., from the parametric choice of multiple specifiers and
language-specific strategies. 
20 It appears that in Kashmiri weather predicates, the exercise of the language-particular
option of the overt raising of rain to [Spec, T] somehow bleeds the option of expletive-merger
at [Spec, F]. Formalizing this intuition is difficult however, as Kashmiri allows, as (i) shows,
raising to [Spec, F] in weather predicates, so an account of the impossibility of (ii), which
shows that expletive-merger at [Spec, F] is barred (Bhatt 1994: 123), cannot be derived
from a general ban on raising to [Spec, F] in weather predicates:

(i) rud chu  pyav"n
rain  is falling

‘It is raining.’

(ii)       *yi chu  rud pyav"n
it is rain  falling

‘It is raining.’ 

My proposal of a distinct pragmatics for the topic-expletive should allow the introduc-
tion of EXPPure into the numeration, specially when (ii) is intended to receive an all-focus
interpretation at the C-I interface. Although it is possible to argue that given that the chief
function of EXPPure is to thematize the default context BE RAINING, the availabilility of a nominal
rain that serves the same function blocks the introduction of EXPPure into the numeration,
this account is problematic because it is based on a rather broad interpretation of (34). (34)
presumably makes reference to derivational, and not interpretative, output, and a view that
sees it as a device that enables the grammar to compare and choose between derivations
for pragmatic felicity renders (34) too powerful. It also appears to obscure the empirical
fact that a language may have a topic-expletive with weather predicates iff it has EXPNOM at
all. This is a correlation for which I have no deep explanation. Note that this phenomenon
is characteristic only of weather predicates – in other contexts, e.g. (15), Kashmiri does
allow expletive-merger at [Spec, F]. 



(34) as both EXPNOM and EXPPure are intended to serve an identical function.
Such a numeration will therefore not yield an interpretative output distinct
from a numeration that contains just EXPNOM, which must be the expletive
ultimately selected, as only it can also check the nominative Case-feature
of T0. Thus, in topic-prominent languages like German, where the lexicon
lists a nominative expletive, the only possible derivation is one in which the
expletive is merged in [Spec, T] to check [strong] T0

NOM, subsequently
raising to [Spec, F] to check the EPP-feature of F0.

The account we have developed abandons the analysis that positioning
in [Spec, T] is driven solely by the EPP. Since Chomsky (1995) considers
only languages in which EPP-merger targets T0, the independence of [strong]
T0

NOM as an attracting head is obscured. Topic-prominent languages, where
EPP-merger targets F0, thus provide independent evidence for nomina-
tive/null Case-checking as an independent motivation for Attract/Move. The
proposals here also have the conceptual advantage of a reunification of
the properties of abstract Case in checking theory, as Chomsky’s (1995)
proposals actually end up introducing a distinction between the two types
of structural Case. In Chomsky (1995), only accusative Case constitutes
an independent motivation for overt raising, as nominative Case may always
be checked as a free rider. The analysis that is presented here suggests
that a functional head with a [strong] Case-feature will always be a target
of overt Move/Merge, thus reunifying the properties of structural Case. 

This analysis also has the additional advantage of explaining why MSCs
do not obtain in topic-prominent languages. In such languages, EXPPure-
merger targets [Spec, F] to check the EPP-feature of F0, but (c)overt raising
of the associate can only target [Spec, T] to check [strong] T0

NOM.21 As
we have abandoned the assumption that expletives are semantically vacuous
elements, the pragmatically interpretable features of the topic-expletive will
enable it to satisfy FI at LF. 
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21 It is also possible to maintain Chomsky’s analysis of the expletive as a [-Interpretable]
element under this account, as the pairing of a topic-expletive with an associate would be
ruled out by the impossibility of N!D raising to license the expletive – [Spec, T] and
[Spec, F] will not be in the same minimal domain. Aside from the fact that such an analysis
has no deep explanation for why unlicensed topic-expletives surface at all – Chomsky (1995)
and Bayer and Suchsland (1998) suggest that expletive-merger at [Spec, F] is forced by the
“[+V-2] property of C0” – additional complications arise if verb-raising to F0 is overt, as
then [Spec, F] and [Spec, T] will be in the same minimal domain. 

Note however that this is a problem not exclusive to this analysis, as Chomsky (1995)
argues that the PF-position of the finite verb is also irrelevant for his analysis of MSCs,
and makes the proposal that verb-raising is a post-syntactic phenomenon. Adopting this
proposal for an analysis of topic-expletives as well should provide the desired results. Although
I maintain that the analysis of expletives that I propose in the text is less stipulatory than
Chomsky’s, his hypothesis about verb-raising is an independent conjecture, nothing in my
account is affected by the relocation of V-2 to the PF-component, provided that the constraints
on movement are truly global – Move at PF must be subject to identical constraints, including
those imposed by unique designation, as those on Move in the N!" computation.



The distinction between the kind of formal (categorial) features that
check the EPP-feature in [Spec, T] as opposed to those that check it in
[Spec, F] also follows from this account. Raising of non-DPs to [Spec, T]
is also excluded straightforwardly, as such raising cannot accomplish the
checking of [strong] T0

NOM/NULL, the mismatch of features causing a
cancellation of the derivation. Since raising to [Spec, F] does not impli-
cate Case-checking, the formal features of any category may be attracted
(including phrases headed by C0, see Bayer and Suchsland 1998) for the
satisfaction of the EPP, of course with the proviso that if those formal
features are also the target of attraction for [strong] v to T0, such raising
must proceed cyclically. 

Note in conclusion, that although at first blush, it may appear that the
element in [Spec, F] is always assigned the LINK interpretation, the fact
that left-dislocated elements can co-occur with sentence topics in Kashmiri
shows that this is not the case (Bhatt 1994: 117): 

(35) con k"l"mi r"meš"n kemis  dyut sui

your  pen Ramesh-ERG who gave  that

‘As for your pen, as for Ramesh, who is it that he gave it to?’

In the Kashmiri construction, just like its English counterpart, it is the
left-dislocated element that is necessarily accorded the LINK interpretation,
thus indicating that in topic-prominent languages as well, not all sentence
topics obligatorily go on to serve as LINKs for the discourse to follow.

4.  INFORMATION STRUCTURE AND THE DESIGN OF UG

I have argued that the difference between subject-prominence and topic-
prominence lies chiefly in the hierarchical position of the specifier to
which the sentence topic is raised in the overt syntax. I have argued that
this choice is determined in the numeration, where UG allows languages
the option of merging the EPP-feature at either T0 or F0. I have suggested
that the so-called optional topicalization operations that involve XP-adjunc-
tion, like scrambling and left-dislocation must properly be analyzed as
having a post-syntactic derivation, in the event that they involve movement.
This, the concluding section, returns to the earlier speculation (Section
2.1) that the optimal design of the language faculty is one in which the
C-I system interfaces with both LF and PF outputs.

Although these are very preliminary thoughts on the question, it appears
to me that the area of informational focus, specially in languages that
mark it prosodically, provide fairly strong arguments for a design of the
language faculty where PF interfaces with both the A-P and C-I systems.
Take, for example, the English {{Ram}{{{gave}{{{the}{book}}}{{to}
{Sita}}}}}. Out of context and in the absence of prosodic cues, it appears
to be multiple ways ambiguous with respect to the scope of the informa-
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tional focus (indicated by the parentheses) and whether the intended focus
is contrastive or presentational. A traditional account of this sentence, in
which the syntactic presence of informational focus information is neces-
sary for its prosodic realization, would treat it as structurally ambiguous,
where each distinct interpretation originates from individual numerations
that mark distinct constituents as the [+informational, ±contrastive focus]
of the sentence. Such an account, however, not only falls short of the
minimalist goal of paring down assumptions and mechanisms in the
grammar, it also fails to capture the intuition that the interpretative
differences marked by prosody have, intuitively, more the status of a
discourse-driven overlay on a basic interpretative identity at the C-I inter-
face. Allowing both PF and LF outputs to be accessed by the C-I system
should faciliatate a more conceptually elegant account of how discursive
meaning is layered over logico-semantic meaning, specially if we assume
that there is a clear distinction between the kinds of interpretative instruc-
tions that each output provides to the C-I interface – LF-derivations form
the basis of logico-semantic interpretation, whereas PF-derivations provide
the means of situating this logico-semantic interpretation in discourse.

This proposal that both LF and PF derivational outputs are accessed
by the C-I system also faciliates an account of the intuition that even in
optional topicalization operations like scrambling and left-dislocation,
certain positions in the linear order appear to be more closely correlated
with the LINK construal. This correlation is evident across languages espe-
cially in constructions that involve left-dislocation, which are obligatorily
construed as LINKS that are intended to change the current topic of con-
versation (Reinhart 1981). Such instances of absolute correspondence
between the LINK construal and syntactic position, specially if they involve
base-generation like in left-dislocation, appear to call into question our initial
claim that the LINK construal is irrelevant to the N!" computation.
Furthermore, as Vallduvì and Engdahl (1996: 495) demonstrate, the con-
strual of an XP as a LINK has distinct prosodic implications in languages
like English and Dutch, by which they are associated with a distinct into-
nation. Interestingly, this intonantion is maintained even in constructions
in which LINK-fronting does not take place, thereby indicating that the
LINK construal is relevant for the construction of the ultimate phonetic
output. 

The claim that PF derivational outputs interface with both the C-I and
the A-P systems now makes it possible to eliminate the apparent conflict
between our initial claim that construal as a LINK has little to with licensing
in the N!" computation, and the evidence above that construal as a LINK

has distinct interpretative and prosodic consequences. Recall that our chief
problem with according the LINK construal the status of a formal feature
in the N!" computation was the problem that the optionality of these
operations created for checking theory. In the model we are now proposing
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there is no longer need to assume that anything that receives an interpre-
tation at the C-I interface must necessarily originate in the N!"
computation, because since the PF-component is now also accessible to
the C-I system, some of the features that play a role in the C-I (and A-P)
systems may have been introduced into the derivation in the PF-compo-
nent itself. A hypothesis worth exploring in this connection is one that holds
informational primitives, particularly information about LINKhood, to be
introduced as features into derivations post-Spellout, in what is essentially
an extension of the proposal by Embick (1997), who suggests that certain
morphological features enter derivations only at Spellout. Assume then
that there exists a LINK feature, and although this interpretative feature is
not a feature that needs to be checked for convergence (because it is
[+Interpretable]), a constituent so marked will be associated with a distinct
interpretation and/or prosodic marking. This is best exemplified by left-
dislocation constructions, where the LINK feature is necessarily assigned
to the left-dislocated XP, the felicity of which interpretation will be
evaluated by the part of the C-I system that is concerned with the infor-
mativeness of utterances. In structures derived by XP-adjunction, on the
other hand, the LINK feature is assigned to any XP irrespective of its position
in the linear order, although processing considerations may preferentially
mark such fronted XPs as LINKs. 

This position suggests that the imperfections induced by the requirements
of the external systems are not all of equal status or with identical effects.
Only some of them (like the EPP or Case) originate in the numeration
and bring into play the displacement property of natural language to ensure
convergence; others may be introduced in external (PF-) components and
not be subject to similar convergence conditions. The speculation in this
paper is that discursive interpretations like “discourse topic” and “topic
for the following discourse” are typically of the latter type, arrived at by
accessing the more superficial regions of the language faculty. 
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